About the Digital Arts Minor

The Digital Arts Minor was created in 2006 as part of the Computer Science Department at Dartmouth. Students come from across campus and take courses in computer modeling, animation, programming for interactive digital arts and courses in Studio Art, Film and Media Studies and Theater.

Work shown tonight was created by students in three introductory courses.

Immediately following the screening, current students and alumnae will answer questions. Please stay seated if you’d like to participate.

HUGE Thanks To:

Dan Kotlowitz, Scott Silver, Morgan Morano, M. Kaufman, Matt Marshall, Cynthia Reeves, Azariah Aker, Stephanie Suter, Tom Cormen, Dan Rockmore, Mary Flanagan, Jodie Mack, Victoria Smith, Wayne Cripps, Patricia Hannaway, Joseph Elsener, Holly Stearne, Tim Tregubov, Michael Casey, Microsoft, The Neukom Institute, Evan Tice, Jessica Glago, Stephanie Trudeau, Graham Baecher, Kameron Mertz, Bob Ballin, Adenugbe Vormawor, Kim Straunch, Sara Remsen, Kayla Gilbert, Long Sha, Wyatt Gutierrez, Diana Salisbury, Hilary Johnson, Rennie Song, Natalie Lyons, Chen Huang, Kiko Lam, Davey Barnwell, Shloka Kini, Billy Wang, Giuseppe Baruffa, Peter Stein, Sam Lloyd, Allyson Hutton, Amanda Tsao, Judith Agusti, Morano Gelato, Cynthia Reeves Gallery, Nugget Theater and Hanover Improvement Society, Digital Musics, Film/Media Studies, Digital Humanities, Computer Science Dept. and all who helped.

www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~digitalarts
digitalarts@dartmouth.edu
People

Digital Music Performed By
Alexander Dupuis, David Kant, Phillip Hermans, Ryan Maguire.

Digital Projections
Dan Kotlowitz, Scott Silver, Peter Stein (Interactive Program)

Event Production Staff
Sam Lloyd (Production Manager), Allyson Hutton (Artistic Consultant), Lorie Loeb (Faculty Advisor)

Program Notes
~The computer animation screening will begin at 9 PM at the Nugget Theater with an introduction by Lorie Loeb, Director of the Digital Arts Minor and Sam Lloyd, Digital Arts Apprentice.

~Dan Rockmore, Director of the Neukom Institute, will announce the winners of the First Neukom Seeing Science Competition.

~After the screening, students and alumnae from the Digital Arts Minor will answer audience questions. Please stay seated if you’d like to participate.

The overflow screening will take place outside in the Nugget Terrace, weather permitting.

Program

Introductions
Lorie Loeb, Sam Lloyd

Neukom Presentation & Screening
Dan Rockmore, Sara Remsen ‘12

Welcome to DAX
Natalie Lyon ‘11, Tara Albanese ‘11, Sam Lloyd ‘11

Bipeds
CS22

Bouncing Balls
CS24

Cartoon Physics
CS24

The Apple
Karen Ellis ’09

He Loves Me... He Loves Me Not
Madeline Kreher ’13

Stand Alone Port
Kyle Davis ’09 & Karen Ellis ’09

Noodle’s First Valentine
Simon Zhang ’14

The Shuffle
G Baecher, T Donahoe, J Huang, M Lobel, J Slick

Nightmare
Sam Lloyd ’11

Romeo & Alouette
S Kohn ’09, D Garcia ’09, E Swanson ’11, S Trudeau ’09

Bus Stop
Robbie Eastman ’10

A Customer
D Carter ’13, L Fowlie ’12, M Kowaguchi ’11, S Lloyd ’11

The Machine
Xiaolu Li ’12

Biggie & Smalls
Davey Barnwell ’13

Missing You
T Albanese ’11, K Gilbert ’12, S J Lee ’13, J McCoy ’10

The Bicycle
Sara Remsen ’12

Mice
Gemma Ross ’08

Home from School
L Marcus ’10, Z Amaya ’09, C Cortland ’10 & J Nikic ’11

Ballin
Thomas Balch ’12

Love Hurts
Graham Baecher ’10

A Cubic Conundrum
Mike Abendroth ’11

Far Away
Tim Mok ’08

Lost Identity
Nate Seymour ’12

A Digital Short
Chen Huang ’12

Spooked & Confused
Yoon Ji Kim ’13

DAX Farewell
S McIntire ’11, B Rayner ’10 & K Sutherland ’10

Q&A with students
G Baecher ’10, J Huang ’09, J Slick ’09, T Tregubov ’11

www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~digitalarts